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BACKGROUND: During the Vietnam War, US and allied military sprayed approximately 77 million liters of tactical herbicides including

Agent Orange, contaminated with 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin. To the authors’ knowledge, few studies to date have examined

the association between Agent Orange exposure and cancer incidence among Korean veterans who were exposed to Agent Orange

during the Vietnam War. METHODS: An Agent Orange exposure index, based on the proximity of the veteran’s military unit to the

area that was sprayed with Agent Orange, was developed using a geographic information system-based model. Cancer incidence

was followed for 180,251 Vietnam veterans from 1992 through 2003. RESULTS: After adjustment for age and military rank, high expo-

sure to Agent Orange was found to significantly increase the risk of all cancers combined (adjusted hazards ratio [aHR], 1.08). Risks

for cancers of the mouth (aHR, 2.54), salivary glands (aHR, 6.96), stomach (aHR, 1.14), and small intestine (aHR, 2.30) were found to

be significantly higher in the high-exposure group compared with the low-exposure group. Risks for cancers of all sites combined

(aHR, 1.02) and for cancers of the salivary glands (aHR, 1.47), stomach (aHR, 1.03), small intestine (aHR, 1.24), and liver (aHR, 1.02)

were elevated with a 1-unit increase in the exposure index. CONCLUSIONS: Exposure to Agent Orange several decades earlier may

increase the risk of cancers in all sites combined, as well as several specific cancers, among Korean veterans of the Vietnam War,

including some cancers that were not found to be clearly associated with exposure to Agent Orange in previous cohort studies pri-

marily based on Western populations. Cancer 2014;120:3699-706. VC 2014 American Cancer Society.
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INTRODUCTION
During the Vietnam War, the United States and allied military sprayed approximately 77 million liters of tactical herbi-
cides for military purposes.1 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid in Agent Orange, the herbicide used most often in Viet-
nam, was being contaminated by 2,3,7,8-tetrachloro-dibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD),2 a known human carcinogen.3 Agent
Orange contained >1000 times the TCDD level of commercial 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid manufactured for
domestic use.2 From 1964 to 1973, the Republic of Korea (ROK) sent approximately 320,000 military personnel to Viet-
nam.4 Many of these military personnel were presumed to be exposed to Agent Orange.

Several cohort studies have shown that those exposed had a lower mortality or incidence of cancer than the general
population, largely because more healthy and fit individuals were selected to be workers or soldiers (the “healthy worker
effect”).5-8 To investigate the association between exposure to TCDD/herbicides with cancer in populations in which a
strong healthy worker effect was observed, the risk of cancer in the exposed individuals should be compared with more
comparable controls rather than the general population.6,9

To the best of our knowledge, the association between Agent Orange exposure and cancer incidence by exposure
level has rarely been examined in Korean veterans of the Vietnam War.4 Corresponding American studies on Vietnam vet-
erans have had limitations in exploring infrequent cancers due to a small number of subjects.10,11 The purpose of the cur-
rent large-scale cohort study was to investigate the association between exposure to Agent Orange and cancer incidence in
Korean Vietnam veterans.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Subjects

The current study is a part of the Korean Veterans Health
Study, which was established primarily to evaluate the asso-
ciation between military service in Vietnam and Agent Or-
ange exposure, and the morbidities and mortality from
various diseases. In the Korean Veterans Health Study, the
authors identified 187,897 veterans between 1999 and
2000 and confirmed their official residential status as of
June 2004 with the cooperation of the Ministry of National
Defense and then the Ministry of Government Administra-
tion and Home Affairs.4 Because the administrative data-
base of resident registration deleted most information on
the deceased before 1992, the study cohort was considered
to be established as of January 1, 1992. After excluding
7646 individuals who were deceased (1390 individuals),
emigrated to another country (444 individuals), had an
unknown residency status (303 individuals), were reported
to have cancer before 1992 (495 individuals), or whose ex-
posure to Agent Orange could not be determined due to a
lack of necessary information (5014 individuals), a final
total of 180,251 veterans were selected to follow with
regard to cancer incidence starting from January 1, 1992.

Follow-Up and Case Ascertainment

The Korea National Cancer Incidence Database (NCIDB)
enabled us to confirm the veterans’ cancer diagnosis during
1992 through 2003.12 When a veteran was diagnosed with
cancer or died of any cause before a cancer diagnosis was
made by December 31, 2003, the reported date of cancer
diagnosis or death was considered the end of follow-up.
When veterans emigrated to another country or their resi-
dential status was cancelled (residency unknown) before
December 31, 2003, the changed date of residential status
was considered to be the date of their being lost to follow-
up. A complete follow-up was made for 176,605 veterans
(98%). No cancer detected by death certificate only was
included. The current study was approved by Institutional
Review Board of Kwandong University.

Cancer Classification

Codes from the International Classification of Diseases,
10th Revision (ICD-10) provided from the NCIDB were
used to categorize cancer by site. The classification of can-
cer followed the grouping used by the International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC).12 Several subca-
tegories of leukemia were also included in the analysis.

Assessment of Agent Orange Exposure

An Agent Orange exposure index was constructed for the
study that adopted the geographic information system-

based Exposure Opportunity Index model E4.13 This
index was based on the proximity of the military unit to
the area that was sprayed with Agent Orange. Researchers
identified the coordinates of the ROK military unit’s post
location and tactical area of responsibility during the Viet-
nam War. Information regarding the deployed unit of the
veterans was obtained from the Ministry of National
Defense for the division or brigade level. Each unit’s post
location was collected by point coordinates. Furthermore,
polygons representing each unit’s tactical area of responsi-
bility were constructed. Each coordinate representing 1
kilometer by 1 kilometer within those polygons was then
obtained.4

The coordinate information was sent to the team of
Stellman et al in the United States and they constructed
E4 scores based on the dates and coordinates using the Ex-
posure Opportunity Index model.13 For a given date, the
average score of all coordinates of a tactical area of respon-
sibility was used for the combat unit and construction
support group, and the average score of all coordinates of
the post locations was used for those support units
without a tactical area of responsibility (37,547 [20.8%])
(Table 1). For the veterans whose units served were not
identified (0.5%) (Table 1), the average score of all units
was used as their E4 score.

An individual E4 score was obtained from the unit
in which the veteran served and his period of deployment;
veterans with the same military unit and period of service
would have the same exposure score. After adding 1 to
each E4 score, the common log-transformed E4 score
(Log10E4; range, 0.0-5.8) was made and it was used as the
individual’s Agent Orange exposure index.4

The veterans were categorized into 2 groups of low
(Log10E4 <4.0) and high (Log10E4 �4) exposure and 4
groups of no (Log10E4 <0.1), low (0.1 �Log10E4 <4.0),
moderate (4.0 �Log10E4 <5.0), and high (Log10E4�5.0)
exposure.4 The number of veterans in the no-exposure,
low-exposure, moderate-exposure, and high-exposure
groups were 45,341 (25.2%), 49,101 (27.2%), 51,062
(28.3%), and 34,747 (19.3%) veterans, respectively.

Statistical Analysis

The chi-square test was used to compare the proportion
between Agent Orange exposure categories. Cox propor-
tional hazards regression analysis, controlling for age at
time of cohort entry (as of January 1, 1992) and military
rank (enlisted, noncommissioned officer, or officer), was
implemented. Military rank was included in the regres-
sion model because, especially during the 1960s and
1970s, it could be considered a reflection of veterans’
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socioeconomic status.4,5 To identify linear dose-response
relationships between Agent Orange exposure and cancer
incidence, Log10E4 was used in the analysis. In addition,
subgroup analyses were performed among veterans who
served in units with a defined tactical area (3 combat units
and a construction support group) and among those who
served for>6 months (>180 days) in Vietnam as sensitiv-
ity analyses.

The P value was calculated with 2-sided tests and a
statistical significance level of .05 was applied. All statisti-
cal analysis was performed using SAS statistical software
(version 9.2; SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC).

RESULTS
The total number of follow-up person-years was
2,051,098. The average age of Korean veterans was 46.3
years (standard deviation, 3.5 years) as of January 1, 1992.
The Capital Division and the Ninth Division, 2 major
combat units, comprised the majority of the ROK Army.
Enlisted personnel accounted for 77.8% of Vietnam vet-
erans (Table 1).

The adjusted hazards ratio (aHR) for all cancer sites
combined (hereafter referred to as “all cancer”) in the
high-exposure group was significantly higher than that in
the low-exposure group (Fig. 1). The aHRs for cancers of
the mouth, salivary gland, stomach, and small intestine in

the high-exposure group were significantly higher and
aHRs for cancers of the esophagus, liver, and lung as well
as for chronic myeloid leukemia were found to be non-
significantly higher in the high-exposure group compared
with the low-exposure group. However, the excess risk for
cancers of the stomach, liver, and lung was modest.

Although the aHR for all cancer significantly
increased with an increasing Log10E4, the risk of all cancer
was found to be highest in the group with moderate Agent
Orange exposure, and the aHRs for many cancers did not
increase monotonically with increasing Agent Orange ex-
posure (see online supporting information). aHRs for
cancers of the salivary glands, stomach, small intestine,
and liver were found to be significantly elevated with an
increasing Log10E4.

In the subgroup analyses among veterans who served
in units with a defined tactical area (see online supporting
information) and among those who served for>6 months
(see online supporting information), the analyzed results
were generally similar to those of the main analysis. In
both subgroup analyses, the associations between Agent
Orange exposure and all cancer were modestly stronger
than in the main analysis and the aHRs for cancers of the
esophagus, stomach, liver, and lung in the high-exposure
group were significantly higher than in the low-exposure
group (see online supporting information).

TABLE 1. Age and Vietnam Service Characteristics by Agent Orange Exposure Among Korean Vietnam Vet-
erans (N5180,251)

Characteristics Classification

Low Exposure
N594,442

High Exposure
N585,809

PaNo. % No. %

Age as of January 1, 1992, y <45 59,639 84.1 11,281 15.9 <.001

45-49 27,080 29.9 63,342 70.1

50-54 4434 35.6 8004 64.4

�55 3289 50.8 3182 49.2

Deployed unit Capital Division (Combat) 29,855 45.6 35,561 54.4 <.001

9th Division (Combat) 30,978 50.7 30,096 49.3

Marine 2nd Brigade (Combat) 2745 49.1 2850 50.9

ROK Army Headquarters 5106 100.0 0 0.0

Construction Support Group 6662 68.4 3075 31.6

Naval Transport Group 502 89.3 60 10.7

100th Logistic Command 18,114 56.8 13,765 43.2

Unknown 480 54.4 402 45.6

Military rank Enlisted 73,708 52.6 66,517 47.4 <.001

Noncommissioned officer 12,426 49.4 12,705 50.6

Company officer 6676 54.8 5499 45.2

Field officer or general 1632 60.0 1088 40.0

First y of deployment Up to 1966 10,303 32.9 21,035 67.1 <.001

1967-1968 6146 12.5 42,916 87.5

1969-1970 33,764 60.7 21,858 39.3

1971 and beyond 44,229 100.0 0 0.0

Abbreviation: ROK, Republic of Korea.
a Determined using the chi-square test.
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Figure 1. Number of cases and adjusteda are shown for cancers in Korean veterans of the Vietnam War with high exposure to
Agent Orange compared with a group with low exposure obtained from 1992 through 2003. Abbreviations: ICD-10, International
Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval; MPD, myeloproliferative disease; MDS, myelodysplastic
syndrome; NA, not available; aCox proportional hazard model, adjusted for age at cohort entry (as of January 1, 1992) and military
rank during service in Vietnam; blow-exposure group (n 5 94,442); chigh-exposure group compared with low-exposure group
(the referent).
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DISCUSSION

All Cancers Combined

The risk of all cancer in Korean veterans of the Vietnam
War was found to be significantly elevated with exposure to
Agent Orange. A few cohort studies have demonstrated a
modest but significantly increased risk of all cancer with
potential TCDD exposure.14-16 An estimation of individual
Agent Orange exposure and comparison of cancer incidence
with internal controls by exposure level, rather than the gen-
eral population, may have generated the positive association
observed in the current study.5,6 In animal experiments,
TCDD is a proven multiorgan carcinogen that induces can-
cer in various species and strains.17 Although TCDD has
been recognized as a known human carcinogen by the
IARC and the US National Toxicology Program, some
researchers have questioned whether TCDD is a carcinogen
to humans.18 The current study supports the IARC classifi-
cation of TCDD as being carcinogenic to humans.3

Cancers of Oral Cavity and Pharynx

The incidence of mouth and salivary cancer was found to
be positively associated with Agent Orange exposure in
the current study. The incidence of buccal cavity cancer
among white US Air Force veterans was nonsignificantly
higher than in the white control group.10 In Australian
Vietnam veterans, the incidences of oral cavity and phar-
ynx cancer were substantially higher than would be
expected in the general population.16 In occupational
cohorts, mortality rates from oral cavity and pharynx can-
cer in TCDD-exposed workers were found to be higher
than in the general population, but the difference was not
statistically significant.14,19-21 In the current study, the
aHR of oral cavity cancers combined (ICD-10 codes
C00-C09) in the high-exposure group was also found to
be significantly higher (aHR, 1.61; 95% confidence inter-
val, 1.05-2.45) compared with the low-exposure group. A
study from the US National Toxicology Program
reported that the incidence of oral squamous cell carci-
noma (SCC) was significantly higher in female rats treated
with TCDD and dioxin-like compounds.22 Recently,
human papillomavirus (HPV) has been recognized as a
cause of oropharyngeal SCC,23 and a mechanistic hypoth-
esis, namely that Agent Orange/TCDD exposure may
contribute to susceptibility to HPV infection or action,
has been emphasized.24 In the current study, when the
analysis was restricted to 27 microscopically verified cases
of SCC of the mouth (ICD-10 codes C03-C06), the aHR
in the high-exposure group was also significantly higher
(aHR, 2.94; 95% confidence interval, 1.19-7.25) than in
the low-exposure group. With regard to salivary gland

cancer in the current study, all 3 verified SCC cases (20%)
happened to be diagnosed in the high-exposure group,
whereas among Korean patients with oral cancer, the pres-
ence of HPV DNA was found to be higher among those
with nonsquamous salivary gland cancers than those with
oral SCC, as reported in previous research.25

Cancers of Digestive Organs

In this study, Agent Orange exposure was found to signifi-
cantly increase the risk of cancer of the stomach and small
intestine, and nonsignificantly increase the risk of esopha-
geal cancer (P 5.05 in 2-group analysis), whereas the
increase in HRs in cases of cancer of the esophagus and
stomach was modest. Except for a case-control study in
New Zealand in which cancer of the small intestine was
found to be associated with forestry work,26 to our knowl-
edge there has been little evidence of an increased risk of
cancer of the small intestine in human research. Some stud-
ies have reported a nonsignificant increase in the mortality
or incidence of esophageal cancer with potential TCDD ex-
posure.14,16,19-21,26 A positive significant association
between potential TCDD exposure and stomach cancer has
been reported, mainly in case-control studies.26,27 TCDD-
aryl hydrocarbon receptor-induced carcinogenesis of the
stomach and upper gastrointestinal tract has been noted in
previous research.28 Evidence from TCDD-related cohort
studies of a positive significantly increased risk of upper gas-
trointestinal cancers is lacking.14,15,17,19,29 The association,
if it exists, may not have been demonstrated due in part to
the small number of cases noted to occur among low-
incidence populations in previous research.

The results of the current study demonstrate that the
risk of liver cancer modestly increased with an incremental
exposure. In both humans and animal models, TCDD
may promote hepatocarcinogenesis through cytotoxicity,
chronic inflammation, and liver regeneration mediated by
the sustained activation of the aryl hydrocarbon recep-
tor,30 whereas the evidence of TCDD as a human hepato-
carcinogen has been less than convincing.14,17,19 The
hepatocarcinogenic effect of Agent Orange/TCDD may
be more apparent in areas with high endemicity of the
hepatitis virus, such as Korea, compared with Western
countries.31 Mechanisms such as the interaction among
the hepatitis B virus X protein, the hepatitis B virus
X-associated protein 2, aryl hydrocarbon receptor, and estro-
gen receptors might play a role in hepatocarcinogenesis.32

Other Sites of Cancer

In the current study, the modestly higher risk of lung can-
cer, noted especially in subgroup analyses, was concordant
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with previous research.3,24 Soft tissue sarcomas and non-
Hodgkin lymphoma have been associated with TCDD
exposure.3,24 The current study results do not support an
association between potential TCDD exposure and the
development of soft tissue sarcoma (connective and soft
tissue cancer in this study)17,29 or non-Hodgkin lym-
phoma. Although prostate cancer and malignant mela-
noma have been associated with potential TCDD
exposure among Vietnam veterans,10,16 to the best of our
knowledge evidence from the current study and other
studies has been less than sufficient to verify the associa-
tion.15,17,19,20 The risk of chronic myeloid leukemia in
the high-exposure group was found to be nonsignificantly
higher in the current study. To our knowledge, few stud-
ies to date have examined the association between chronic
myeloid leukemia and potential TCDD exposure, and
those have demonstrated a nonsignificantly higher risk of
chronic myeloid leukemia among individuals with poten-
tial TCDD exposure.16,33

Nonmonotonic Dose Response Between TCDD
Exposure and Cancer

In the current study, the risk of all cancer was found to be
highest among the group with moderate TCDD expo-
sure. To our knowledge, many previous studies in which
potentially TCDD-exposed populations were classified
into several groups by exposure levels have not demon-
strated monotonically increased mortality or incidence of
all cancer with increasing exposure.15,17,19-21,29 Mean-
while, the low-exposure group has been reported to have
the highest cancer mortality among exposure groups com-
pared with the reference group in studies of populations
with a higher rate of TCDD exposure than Vietnam veter-
ans.15,19-21 These results suggest that the relationship
between cancer and exposure to Agent Orange/TCDD
may be nonmonotonic.34 Further research will be needed
to confirm the nature of the dose-response trend.

Limitations and Strengths of the Current Study

The Agent Orange exposure index used in the current
study may have some limitations with regard to accuracy
and precision.4,35 For example, the estimated exposure
may be more valid among veterans who served in units
with a defined tactical area compared with those who
served in units without such an area. Soldiers with a very
short service period (and therefore considered herein to
have low exposure) might actually have been those who
returned home earlier than their peers due to illness after
heavy exposure. The subgroup analyses, among veterans
who served in the units with a defined tactical area and

among those who served for >6 months, demonstrated
the possibility that the association between exposure and
cancers in the main analysis may be slightly underesti-
mated. In the case of ground troops, who in general had
low rates of exposure to Agent Orange/TCDD compared
with well-known occupational and environmental
cohorts,36 most research has assessed Agent Orange expo-
sure by veterans’ participation in the war4,9,10,16 or by
subjective self-reported assessment.4,37 Comparison of
mortality between Vietnam veterans and the general pop-
ulation has shown a strong “healthy soldier effect,” in
which overall mortality in Korean Vietnam veterans was
approximately 20% lower than expected from the general
population.6 A subjective exposure index to Agent Orange
based on self-reported information demonstrated evi-
dence of information bias, in that ill Vietnam veterans
tended to report that they experienced greater exposure to
Agent Orange than they actually did in accordance with
research on US veterans.4,37 We believe that this geo-
graphic information system-based exposure index, which
is not generally influenced by the healthy soldier effect
and information bias, is a more reliable and valid tool
with which to assess exposure to Agent Orange than
assessments based on subjective self-report or Vietnam
War experience. In addition, the TCDD concentration in
human tissue may not be a valid tool with which to assess
Agent Orange exposure several decades after the exposure
in populations with a low TCDD exposure, such as Ko-
rean Vietnam veterans.36 It is also worth noting that the
exposure index in the current study could most likely ex-
pose itself to nondifferential misclassification and thus
may bias the relationships between exposure to Agent Or-
ange and cancer toward the null.

To the best of our knowledge, the current study is
the first published in a scientific journal to investigate the
association between Agent Orange exposure and cancer
incidence in Korean veterans of the Vietnam War. One of
the strengths of the current study is the ability to examine
rare cancers through a large-scale cohort study; to our
knowledge such cancers have not been evaluated fre-
quently due to a small number of cases in Western popu-
lations. As a cancer incidence study, the current study also
has the advantages of using more accurate cancer diagno-
ses and detecting more of the less-fatal cancers than a mor-
tality study would. However, there are some other
limitations. First, the current study cohort was con-
structed as of January 1, 1992, when at least 19 years had
passed after the veterans had returned from Vietnam.
Although to our knowledge no clear patterns of risk of
cancer have been observed by the latency period or years
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since exposure in previous research,17,19 the association
between Agent Orange and cancers with short latency,
such as lymphohematopoietic malignancies, may be
underestimated.38 The lack of an association between
Agent Orange and lymphohematopoietic malignancies
such as non-Hodgkin lymphoma noted in the current
study might be explained by the exclusion of cancers diag-
nosed in earlier periods. Second, there may be a challenge
concerning the completeness and quality of case ascertain-
ment through the Korea NCIDB in the early and mid-
1990s.39 Because this influences all veterans with low or
high rates of exposure to Agent Orange, authors do not
consider that it serves as a substantial bias in HR estima-
tion.5 A third limitation is that only age at cohort entry
and military rank but not other important variables such
as smoking history, level of alcohol consumption, body
mass index, and socioeconomic status were adjusted for.
However, military rank, a surrogate of veterans’ socioeco-
nomic status,5 was adjusted for, and smoking history, level
of alcohol consumption, and body mass index did not
appear to differ significantly according to Agent Orange
exposure.4

Conclusions

The results of the current large-scale cohort study indicate
that exposure to Agent Orange/TCDD-related chemicals
several decades earlier may increase the risk of all cancer
combined as well as various specific cancers among Ko-
rean veterans of the Vietnam War. An elevated risk of
mouth cancer; salivary gland cancer; and digestive cancers
such as cancers of the stomach, small intestine, and liver,
which were not found to be clearly associated with expo-
sure to Agent Orange/TCDD in previous cohort studies
primarily based on Western populations, is worth noting
and requires further research.
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